
EAST Search History

EAST Search History (Prior Art)

Ref # Hits Search Query DBs Default

Operator

Plurals Time Stamp

L1 158 @ay<"2000" and ((first

near server) with (task or

process$3)) same
((second near server)

with (task or process$3))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/27

00:25

L2 26 @ay<"2000" and ((first

near server) with first

near (task or process$3))

same ((second near

(task or process$3))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM TDB

OR ON 2011/03/27

00:25

SI 2983871 @ay< "2000" U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2004/08/19

16:45

S2 13795 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas.

US-'PGPUB;

USPAT
OR ON 2004/08/19

16:45

S3 1142 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas. and (asynchronous

with network)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2004/08/19

16:45

S4 4 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas. and (asynchronous

with network) and ((data

with (packet or package))

with (segment or section

or layer or blocks or

header) with (add and

remove))

US-'PGPUB;

USPAT
OR ON 2004/08/19

18:11

S5 6 @ay< "2000" and

709/201 , 202,203. CCls.

and (asynchronous with

network) and ((data with

(packet or package)) with

(segment or section or

layer or blocks or header)

with (add and remove))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2004/08/19

18:11

S5 2 @ay< "2000" and

709/201 ,202,203. CCls.

and ((data with (packet

or package)) with

(segment or section or

layer or blocks or header)

with (add and remove))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2004/08/19

21:00
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S7 7 @ay< "2000" and

709/201 ,202,203.CCls.

and ((data with (packet

or package)) with

(segment or section or

layer or blocks or header)

with ((add$4 or insert$4

or append$4 or affix$4 or

attach$4 or "put in") and

(remov$4 or "take out")))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2004/08/19

21:05

S8 7 @ay< "2000" and

709/201 , 202,203. CCls.

and ((data with (packet

or package)) with

(segment or section or

layer or blocks or header)

with (add$4 or insert$4

or append$4 or affix$4 or

attach$4 or "put in")) and

((data with (packet or

package)) with (segment

or section or layer or

blocks or header) with

(remov$4 or "take out"))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2004/08/19

21:06

S9 1 "6226680". pn. US-PGPUB;

USPAT
OR ON 2005/03/1

0

15:51

S1

0

"5493692". pn. US-PGPUB'

USPAT
OR ON 2005/02/24

09:22

S1

1

1

8

"60061809" US-PGPUB;

USPAT
OR ON 2005/03/1

0

15:51

SI 2 18 "60061 809". rlan. U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2005/03/10

16:58

SI 3 35 @ay< "2000" and

(encapsulat$7 or tunnel

$7).ti. and "709".clas. not

(vodafone).as.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2005/03/10

17:00

SI 4 490 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas. and (router with

(data with (package or

packet))) not (vodafone).

as.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2005/03/10

18:40

SI 5 10 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas. and (router with

(data with (package or

packet)) with

("distributed")) not

(vodafone). as.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2005/03/10

18:42

§16 113 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas. and (router with

(data with (package or

packet)) with (append$7

or add$4 or attach$4))

not (vodafone). as.

U&PGRJB;
USPAT

OR ON 2005/03/10

18:43
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SI 7 11 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas. and (router with

(data with (package or

packet)) with (append$7

or attach$4)) not

(vodafone).as.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2005/03/10

18:44

SI 8 7 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas. and (router with

(data adj2 (package or

packet)) with (append$7

or attach$4)) not

(vodafone).as.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2005/03/10

20:38

SI 9 4 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas. and ((data adj2

(package or packet)) with

(append$7 or attach$4)

with (Gncrypt$9 or sgcut

$4)) not (vodafone).as.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2005/03/10

20:40

S20 1 "5862344". pn. UglpQpUQ.

USPAT
OR ON 2005/12/19

14:10

S21 1179 @ay< "2000" and

(request adj object)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/28

15:27

S22 81 @ay< "2000" and

(collaborative with

(request or packet or

object)) and (distributed

with network)

U&PGRJB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/28

15:28

S23 64 @ay< "2000" and

(collaborative with

(request or packet or

object)) and (distributed

with network) and (layer

$3 or envelop$3 or

encapsulat$3 or append

$4)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/28

15:29

S24 28 @ay< "2000" and

(collaborative with

(request or packet or

object)) and (distributed

with network) and ((layer

$3 or envelop$3 or

encapsulat$3 or append

$4) with (request or

packet or object))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/28

16:04

S25 i "6233601 ".pn. U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

13:13

§26 86 @ay< "2000" and

(collaborative with (email

or (e adj mail) or

(electronic adj mail) or

message))

U&PGRJB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

13:14
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S27 84 @ay< "2000" and

(collaborative with (email

or (e adj mail) or

(electronic adj mail) or

message)) and (append

$3 or add$3)

US-PGPUB;

USPAT
OR ON 2006/04/29

13:15

S28 7 @ay< "2000" and

(collaborative with (email

or (e adj mail) or

(electronic adj mail) or

message)) and ((append

$3 or add$3) with layer)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

13:16

S29 31 @ay< "2000" and

(collaborative with (email

or (e adj mail) or

(electronic adj mail) or

message)) and (client

with (inquiry or query or

request))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

13:36

S30 21 @ay< "2000" and

(collaborative with (email

or (e adj mail) or

(electronic adj mail) or

message)) and (client

with (inquiry or query or

request)) and ((return$3

or back) with client)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

15:09

S31 10 @ay< "2000" and

(collaborative with (email

or (e adj mail) or

(electronic adj mail) or

message)) and ((return$3

or back) with client) and

((second or another) with

server)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

15:13

S32 518 @ay<"2000" and ((token

adj ring) with network)

and ((return$3 or back)

with client)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

15:14

S33 152 @ay<"2000" and ((token

adj ring) with network)

and ((return$3 or back)

with client) and (client

with device with (data or

information))

U&PGRJB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

15:14

§34 152 @ay<"2000" and ((token

adj ring) with network)

and ((return$3 or back)

with client) and (client

with device with (data or

information or

identification))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

15:15
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S35 18 @ay<"2000" and ((token

adj ring) with network)

and ((return$3 or back)

with client) and ((client

with device with (data or

information or

identification)) with (layer

or packet))

U&FGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

16:58

S36 32 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (inquiry or request

or query)) and (first with

server with layer) and

(second with server with

layer) and ((append$3 or

add$3 or wrap$4) with

layer)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

17:00

S37 23 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (inquiry or request

or query)) and (first with

server with layer) and

(second with server with

layer) and ((append$3 or

add$3 or wrap$4) with

layer) and (client with (id

or identification or

information))

USr'PGPUB;

USPAT
OR ON 2006/04/29

17:03

§38 2 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (inquiry or request

or query)) and (first with

server with layer with

packet) and (second with

server with layer with

packet) and ((append$3

or add$3 or wrap$4) with

layer) and (client with (id

or identification or

information))

U&PGRJB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

17:10

S39 5 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (inquiry or request

or query)) and (first with

server with layer with

(packet or object)) and

(second with server with

layer with (packet or

object)) and ((append$3

or add$3 or wrap$4) with

(packet or object)) and

(client with (id or

identification or

information))

U&FGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

21:06
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S40 352 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (request or inquiry

or query)) and (first with

server) and (second with

server) and ((add$4 or

append$4 or attach$4)

with rout$4with (data or

information))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT
OR ON 2006/04/29

21:09

S41 239 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (request or inquiry

or query)) and (first with

server) and (second with

server) and ((add$4 or

append$4 or attach$4)

with rout$4with (data or

information)) and ((add

$4 or append$4 or attach

$4 or includ$4) with

(response))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

21:10

S42 53 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (request or inquiry

or query)) and (process

$4 with first with server)

and (process$4 with

second with server) and

((add$4 or append$4 or

attach$4) with rout$4

with (data or

information)) and ((add

$4 or append$4 or attach

$4 or includ$4) with

(response))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

21:13

§43 0 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (request or inquiry

or query)) and (partial$5

with process$4 with first

with server) and (partial

$5 with process$4 with

second with server) and

((add$4 or append$4 or

attach$4) with rout$4

with (data or

information)) and ((add

$4 or append$4 or attach

$4 or includ$4) with

(response))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

21:11
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S44 19 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (request or inquiry

or query)) and (process

$4 with first with server)

and (process$4 with

second with server) and

((add$4 or append$4 or

attach$4) with rout$4

with (data or

information)) and ((add

$4 or append$4 or attach

$4 or includ$4) with

(response)) and "709".

clas.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

21:21

S45 4 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (request or inquiry

or query)) and (process

$3 with first with server)

and (process$3 with

second with server) and

((add$3 or append$3 or

attach$3) with rout$3

with (data or

information)) and ((add

$3 or append$3 or attach

$3 or includ$3) with

(response)) and "709".

clas.

US-PGPUB;

USPAT
OR ON 2006/04/29

21:36

S46 11 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (request or inquiry

or query)) and (server

with (append$4 or attach

$3 or add$3) with routing

with (data or

information))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

21:43

S47 1 "5862344". pn. U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

15:27

§48 ~A @ay<"2000" and (client

with (request or inquiry

or query)) and (server

with (append$4 or attach

$3 or add$3) with routing

with (data or

information)) and (first

with second with server)

USrPGPUB;

USPAT
OR ON 2006/04/29

21:48

S49 13 @ay< "2000" and (server

with (append$4 or attach

$3 or add$3) with routing

with (data or

information)) and (first

with second with server)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/29

21:48

S50 948 @ay<"2000" and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with server) and client

USrPGPUB;

USPAT
OR ON 2006/04/30

15:28
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§51 114 @ay<"2000" and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with server) and client

and ((append$3 or add$3

or wrap$4 or envelop$3)

with routing)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

15:29

S52 38 @ay<"2000" and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with server) and client

and ((append$3 or add$3

or wrap$4 or envelop$3)

with routing with (packet

or object))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

15:39

S53 10 @ay<"2000" and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with server) and client

and ((append$3 or add$3

or wrap$4 or envelop$3)

with routing with (packet

or object)) and ((append

$3 or add$3 or wrap$4 or

insert$4 or combin$3)

with (packet or object or

request or query or

inquiry) with (result or

response))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

16:26

S54 2 @ay<"2000" and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with first with server) and

(rout$3 with (packet or

object) with (second or

another) with server) and

((append$3 or add$3 or

wrap$4 or envelop$3)

with routing with (packet

or object))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

16:29

S55 3 @ay<"2000" and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with (main or host or

proxy or first) with

server) and (rout$3 with

(packet or object) with

(second or another) with

server) and ((append$3

or add$3 or wrap$4 or

envelop$3) with routing

with (packet or object))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

16:32
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856 41 @ay<"2000" and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with (main or host or

proxy or first) with (node

or server)) and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with (second or another)

with (node or server))

and ((append$3 or add$3

or wrap$4 or envelop$3)

with routing with (packet

or object))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

17:03

S57 6 @ay<"2000" and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with (main or host or

proxy or first) with (node

or server)) and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with (second or another)

with (node or server))

and ((append$3 or add$3

or wrap$4 or envelop$3)

with routing with (packet

or object)) and ((append

$3 or add$3 or wrap$4 or

insert$4 or combin$3)

with (packet or object or

request or query or

inquiry) with (result or

response))

U&PGRJB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

16:39

S58 8 @ay<"2000" and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with (main or host or

proxy or first) with (node

or server)) and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with (second or another)

with (node or server))

and ((append$3 or add$3

or wrap$4 or envelop$3)

with routing with (packet

or object)) and "709".

clas.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

18:06

S59 368 @ay<"2000" and ((first

or proxy or gateway) with

(add$3 or append$3 or

wrap$4 or envelop$3)

with routing)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

18:12
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360 40 @ay<"2000" and ((first

or proxy or gateway) with

(add$3 or append$3 or

wrap$4 or envelop$3)

with routing) and

((second or host or

server) with (add$3 or

append$3 or wrap$4 or

envelop$3) with

(response or result))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

18:14

S61 8 @ay<"2000" and ((first

or proxy or gateway) with

(add$3 or append$3 or

wrap$4 or envelop$3)

with routing) and

((second or host or

server) with (add$3 or

append$3 or wrap$4 or

envelop$3) with

(response or result)) and

"709".clas.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

18:18

S62 28 @ay<"2000" and ((first

or proxy or gateway) with

(add$3 or append$3 or

wrap$4 or envelop$3)

with routing) and

((second or host or

server) with (add$3 or

append$3 or wrap$4 or

envelop$3) with

(response or result)) and

network

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/04/30

18:34

S63 18 @ay<"2000" and (proxy

or gateway) and cookie

and ((append$3 or add$3

or wrap$4) with routing)

and ((append$3 or add$3

or wrap$4) with (result or

response))

USrPGPUB;

USPAT
OR ON 2006/04/30

18:36

S64 4 @ay<"2000" and ((proxy

or gateway) with (append

$3 or add$3 or wrap$4)

with routing) and

((append$3 or add$3 or

response)) and cookie

U&PGPUB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/05/02

18:33

(helper adj monkey) 1

iepp;p| id-

USPAT
OR £1UUD/ UO/ \J£L

18:34

US-PGPUB'

USPAT
OR ON 2006/05/02

18:47

S67 o (helper with monkey) and

train$3

US-PGPUB;

USPAT
OR ON 2006/05/02

18:35

S68 1 (helper adj animal) U&PGRJB;
USPAT

OR ON 2006/05/02

18:47
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S69 2 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (inquiry or request

or query)) and (first with

server with layer with

packet) and (second with

server with layer with

packet) and ((append$3

or add$3 or wrap$4) with

layer) and (client with (id

or identification or

information))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2010/04/24

19:48

S70 4 @ay<"2000" and (client

with (request or inquiry

or query)) and (server

with (append$4 or attach

$3 or add$3) with routing

with (data or

information)) and (first

with second with server)

USrPGPUB;

USPAT; USOCR;
DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2010/04/24

19:48

S71 18 @ay<"2000" and ((token

adj ring) with network)

and ((return$3 or back)

with client) and ((client

with device with (data or

information or

identification)) with (layer

or packet))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2010/04/24

19:48

S72 7 @ay< "2000" and

709/201 , 202,203. CCls.

and ((data with (packet

or package)) with

(segment or section or

layer or blocks or header)

with ((add$4 or insert$4

or append$4 or affix$4 or

attach$4 or "put in") and

(remov$4 or "take out")))

U&PGRJB;
USPAT; USOCR;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2010/04/24

19:52

S73 3 @ay<"2000" and (rout$3

with (packet or object)

with (main or host or

proxy or first) with

server) and (rout$3 with

(packet or object) with

(second or another) with

server) and ((append$3

or add$3 or wrap$4 or

envelop$3) with routing

with (packet or object))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2010/04/24

19:53

S74 4293 @ay< "2001 " and

((request or query or

inquiry) with (all or

multiple or series or

chain) with (destination

or service or provider or

host or server))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2010/12/23

11:09
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S75 239 @ay< "2001 " and

((request or query or

inquiry) with (all or

multiple or series or

chain) with (destination

or service or provider or

host or server)) and

((answer$3 or respons$3)

with (layer$3 or add$3 or

append$3) with

(destination or service or

provider or host or

server))

U&PGRJB;
USPAT; USOCR;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2010/12/23

11:17

§76 126 @ay< "2001 " and

((request or query or

inquiry) with (all or

multiple or series or

chain) with (destination

or service or provider or

host or server)) and

((answer$3 or respons$3)

with (layer$3 or add$3 or

append$3) with

(destination or service or

provider or host or

server)) and "709".clas.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;
DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2010/12/23

11:18

S77 4 @ay< "2001 " and

((request or query or

inquiry) with (all or

multiple or series or

chain) with (destination

or service or provider or

host or server)) and

((answer$3 or respons$3)

with (portion or part or

section) with (layer$3 or

add$3 or append$3) with

(destination or service or

provider or host or

server)) and "709".clas.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2010/12/23

13:04

S78 8 @ay< "2001 " and

((request or query or

inquiry) with (all or

multiple or series or

chain) with (destination

or service or provider or

host or server)) and

((answer$3 or respons$3)

with (portion or part or

section) with (layer$3 or

add$3 or append$3) with

(destination or service or

provider or host or

server))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

DERWENT;
IBM TDB

OR ON 2010/12/23

13:09
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S79 26 @ay<"2001" and ((client

or user or customer or

computer or pc or

terminal) with (request or

query or inquiry) with (all

or multiple or series or

chain)) and ((answer$3

or respons$3) with

(portion or part or

section) with (layer$3 or

add$3 or append$3)) and

((layer$3 or add$3 or

append$3) with (rout$3

or address$3 or

destination or location))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT; USOCR;
DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2010/12/23

13:38

S80 1198 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas. and (request$3 or

inquir$4 or quer$5 or

search$3) near object

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

01:21

SB1 24 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas. and ((request$3 or

inquir$4 or quer$5 or

search$3) near object)

same ((portion or part$5)

with (response or answer

or reply))

G&FGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

01:22

S32 6 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas. and ((request$3 or

inquir$4 or quer$5 or

search$3) near object)

same ((portion or part$5)

with (response or answer

or reply)) same layer

U&PGRJB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

01:33

S83 0 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) near

object) same ((portion or

part$5) with (response or

answer or reply)) same
layer

U&FGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

01:34

§34 18 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) near

object) same ((portion or

part$5) with (response or

answer or reply)) and

(object with layer)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

01:35

S85 58 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) same ((portion or

part$5) with (response or

answer or reply)) and

(object with layer)

U&PGRJB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

01:38
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§86 24 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) same ((portion or

part$5) with (response or

answer or reply)) and

(object with layer) and

"709".clas.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

01:38

§87 20 §86 not §84 U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

01:39

S38 5 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) same ((portion or

part$5) with (response or

answer or reply)) and

(object with layer with

encapsulat$5)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

01:51

§89 11 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) same ((portion or

part$5) with (response or

answer or reply)) and

(object with layer with

(encapsulat$5 or add$5

or remov$5))

U&PGRJB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

01:53

§90 ii @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) same ((portion or

part$5) with (response or

answer or reply)) and

(object with layer with

(encapsulat$5 or add$5

or remov$5 or insert$5))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

21:20

§91 4 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) same ((portion or

part$5) with (forward$3))

and (object with layer

with (encapsulat$5 or add

$5 or remov$5 or insert

$5))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

21:20
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S92 138 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) and ((forward$3))

and (object with layer

with (encapsulat$5 or add

$5 or remov$5 or insert

$5))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

21:24

§93 3 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) and ((forward$3))

with (object with layer

with (encapsulat$5 or add

$5 or remov$5 or insert

$5))

U&FGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

21:26

S94 3 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) and ((forward$3)

with (object) with (further

or additional or added or

more) with (processing))

U&FGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

21:29

S95 2 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) and ((forward$3

or send$3 or tranfer$5 or

transmi$6) with (object)

with (further or additional

or added or more) with

(processing) with layer)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

21:33

S96 42 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) and ((forward$3

or send$3 or tranfer$5 or

transmi$6) with (object)

with (further or additional

or added or more) with

(processing)) and "709".

clas.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

21:34

S97 2 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) and ((first) with

(server or host) with

(forward$3 or send$3 or

tranfer$5 or transmi$6)

with (object) with (further

or additional or added or

more) with (processing))

and "709". clas.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

21:37
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S98 3 @ay< "2000" and

((request$3 or inquir$4 or

quer$5 or search$3) with

object) and ((first) with

(server or host) with

(forward$3 or send$3 or

tranfer$5 or transmi$6)

with (object) with (further

or additional or added or

more) with (processing))

U&FGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

21:51

S99 14 @ay< "2000" and

((forward$3) with (request

$3 or inquir$3 or quer$4)

with (object) with

second) and "709".clas.

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

21:55

SI 00 1 @ay< "2000" and

((forward$3) with (request

$3 or inquir$3 or quer$4)

with (object) with

second) same ((part$3 or

portion) with (fulfil$4 or

execut$4 or perform$3))

U&PGRJB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:03

SI 01 5 @ay< "2000" and

((forward$3 or send$3)

with (request$3 or inquir

$3 or quer$4) with

(object) with second)

same ((part$3 or portion)

with (fulfil$4 or execut$4

or perform$3))

U&PGRJB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:07

si 02 11 @ay< "2000" and

((forward$3 or send$3)

with (request$3 or inquir

$3 or quer$4) with

(object) with second with

(server)) and ((part$3 or

portion) with (fulfil$4 or

execut$4 or perform$3))

U&FGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:09

SI 03 5 @ay< "2000" and

((forward$3 or send$3)

with (request$3 or inquir

$3 or quer$4) with

(object) with second near

(server)) and ((part$3 or

portion) with (fulfil$4 or

execut$4 or perform$3))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:10

SI 04 5 @ay< "2000" and

((forward$3 or send$3)

with (request$3 or inquir

$3 or quer$4) with

(object) with second near

(server)) and ((part$3 or

portion) with (fulfil$4 or

execut$4 or perform$3))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:10
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S105 4 @ay< "2000" and

((forward$3 or send$3)

with ((request$3 or inquir

$3 or quer$4) near

object) with (second near

server))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:17

SI 06 20 @ay<"2000" and "709".

clas. and (travel$4 with

proxy)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:21

§107 6 @ay< "2000" and

((forward$3 or send$3)

with (proxy) with (add$3

or additional or append

$3) with (layer or

address) with (second

near server))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:23

§108 1 @ay< "2000" and

((forward$3 or send$3)

with (proxy or first) with

(add$3 or additional or

append$3) with (layer or

address) with (second

near server))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:23

§109 1 @ay< "2000" and

((forward$3 or send$3)

with (add$3 or additional

or append$3) with (layer

or address) with (second

near server))

U&PGRJB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:24

§110 0 @ay< "2000" and

((forward$3 or send$3)

with (add$3 or additional

or append$3) with (layer

or address) with (second

near server)) and

((request) with (first near

server))

U&FGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:24

siii 9 @ay<"2000" and ((add$3

or additional or append

$3) with (layer or

address) with (second

near server))

U&FGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:25

S1 12 i770 @ay<"2000" and ((add$3

or additional or append

$3) with (layer or

address) with (request))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:27
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S113 0 @ay<"2000" and ((add$3

or additional or append

$3) with (layer or

address) with (request))

same (second near

server) same (client with

request with (first near

server))

US-PGPUB;

USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:28

§114 6 @ay<"2000" and ((add$3

or additional or append

$3) with (layer or

address) with (request))

same (second near

server) same (request

with (first near server))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:31

S1 15 3 @ay<"2000" and ((add$3

or additional or append

$3) with (layer or

address) with (request))

same (second near

server) same (first near

server)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:31

§116 6 @ay<"2000" and ((add$3

or additional or append

$3) with (layer or

address) with (request))

and (three adj tier) same
((portion or part or

partial) with (execut$5 or

process$3) with request)

U&PGRJB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:35

Si 17 i @ay<"2000" and ((add$3

or additional or append

$3) with (layer or

address) with (request))

and (three adj tier)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:36

S1 1

8

1 @ay<"2000" and ((add$3

or additional or append$3

or insert$5) with (layer or

address) with (request))

and (three adj tier)

U&FGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:40

§119 1325 @ay<"2000" and (three

adj tier)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
1 BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:41

§120 0 @ay<"2000" and (three

adj tier) same ((request

or quer$3 or search$3 or

inquir$4) near object)

with (layer or address$3)

with (add or addition$3

or append$3 or insert$5)

U&FGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26

22:42
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SI 21 4 @ay<"2000" and (three

adj tier) same ((request

or quer$3 or search$3 or

inquir$4) near object)

with (layer or address$3)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26
|

22:42

SI 22 5 @ay< "2000" and

((append$3) with (address

$3 or layer) with

(request) with (forward

$3))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26
|

22:51

SI 23 1 @ay< "2000" and

((append$3) with (address

$3 or layer) with (request

with (object or packet))

with (forward$3))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26
|

22:51

SI 24 78 @ay< "2000" and

((request near (object or

packet)) with (append$3

or add$3 or addition$3)

with (layer or address$3))

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26
!

22:55

SI 25 i @ay< "2000" and

((request near (object or

packet)) with (append$3

or add$3 or addition$3)

with (layer or address$3))

with (forward$3)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 20l 1/03/26
|

22:55

Si 26 0 @ay<"2000" and (append

$3 with (address or layer)

with request with

(packet) with forward$3)

and ((portion or part$4)

with (process$3) with

request)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26
!

22:56

Si 27 1 @ay<"2000" and (append

$3 with (address or layer)

with (packet) with forward

$3) and ((portion or part

$4) with (process$3) with

request)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
I BM_TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26
!

22:56

SI 28 27 @ay<"2000" and (append

$3 with (address or layer)

with (packet) with forward

$3)

U&PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;
FPRS;

DERWENT;
IBM TDB

OR ON 2011/03/26
|

22:57
|
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